
       

       

5m US  
FLOOD MAP.
The highest resolution, national-scale  
flood data, backed by leading science to help  
manage and quantify your flood risk.

Avoid overestimation of risk with 
the highest resolution broad-scale mapping 
available, providing a clear definition of flow 
paths to avoid over- or underestimation 
of risk in high exposure areas and better 
management of portfolio make-up.

Get a greater insight into loss 
drivers – fluvial, pluvial and storm surge 
layers available separately or combined. 
Offering a greater insight into the types of 
flooding that drive your losses and their 
combined impacts – key for hurricane-prone 
areas. JBA’s 5m US Flood Map uses Applied 
Research Associates Inc’s hurricane storm 
surge levels for the Gulf and Atlantic coast.

Choose how you view the level 
of risk – options for defended and 
undefended views, enabling you to consider 
all, some or none of the defenses, in line 
with your risk preferences.  

Compiled using the latest 
terrain data providing a realistic view  
of flood risk. Most industry data uses out  
of date information which can cause  
under- or overestimation of flood risk in 
areas of recent significant development.

Uses
Property-level flood assessment
Improved insurance risk selection, 
pricing and underwriting
Effective exposure accumulation 
management 
Understand the impacts of fluvial, 
pluvial and storm surge flooding on 
exposure

Key Technical Details
Water extents and depth information at 
5m resolution for each flood type

6 return periods, from 20 to 1,500 
years

Based on observed river, rainfall 
and tide gauge data with extents 
and depths derived by 2D hydraulic 
modeling

Available in a range of formats either 
directly from JBA or via our network of 
resellers

Looking for property-level flood risk data to  
inform your pricing strategies? Find out more  

about our US flood pricing data at www.jbarisk.com
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LEGAL BITS 
JBA Risk Management is a registered trademark in the US and the UK. The Flood People is a registered trademark in the UK.  
© JBA Risk Management Limited 2019.
All intellectual property rights in the contents of this document belong to and shall remain the property of JBA Risk Management Limited. Please don’t 
copy, reproduce or adapt any of it in any way.
The information in this document is subject to change. No guarantee is made as to its accuracy or completeness. JBA shall have no liability in 
connection with use of this document or the information it contains. Its contents deal with the modelled probabilities of natural hazards, which are 
highly uncertain.
JBA Risk Management Limited, registered in England & Wales number 7732946, South Barn, Broughton Hall, Skipton, North Yorkshire, BD23 3AE, United Kingdom.

A very significant protection gap in the US 
exposes a latent multibillion-dollar opportunity 
for the private insurance market to engage 
with flood risk‘ ‘ Matt Reid, JBA Risk Management Inc.
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Background 
An estimated 80% of homeowners in the US do not have adequate coverage for flood, 
creating a large protection gap. The majority of flood policies are underwritten by the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), yet the information used by the NFIP to assess 
this risk varies in quality and consistency.

There is a real opportunity for private insurers to enter the flood insurance market in the 
US, with the JBA US Flood Map providing access to the latest, most comprehensive and 
high-resolution data required to engage with flood risk.

About JBA 
JBA is the global leader in flood risk management. Our flood maps, catastrophe models and 
analytics are used by some of the world’s largest insurers, reinsurers, financial institutions, 
property companies and governments. We’re part of one of the biggest and best global 
flood consultancies, employing over 500 experts who work with clients around the world. 
Our team is a collaboration of scientists who use their expertise to help keep us at the 
forefront of technical innovation. 


